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AbstractAbstract

CrossCross--correlation between  the correlation between  the ““XMMXMM--Newton Master Log & Public ArchiveNewton Master Log & Public Archive”” (public data up to (public data up to 
December 2004) and the December 2004) and the ““VVééronron Quasars and Quasars and AGNsAGNs”” catalog     catalog     selection of selection of SeyfertSeyfert 1, 1.2 1, 1.2 
and 1.5;and 1.5;

SelectionSelection of the of the samplesample

We present the analysis of XWe present the analysis of X--ray spectral variability made on a sample of 7 ray spectral variability made on a sample of 7 SeyfertSeyfert 1 bright galaxies, using XMM1 bright galaxies, using XMM--Newton data. From Newton data. From 
the (XSA) public archive, we selected those bright the (XSA) public archive, we selected those bright SeyfertSeyfert 1 showing one or more prominent flares in their 21 showing one or more prominent flares in their 2--10 10 keVkeV light curves. For light curves. For 

each of them we extracted spectra in 3 different time intervals:each of them we extracted spectra in 3 different time intervals: before, during and after the flare. We fitted them with a simplbefore, during and after the flare. We fitted them with a simple power e power 
law and then shifted a narrow Gaussian emission and absorption llaw and then shifted a narrow Gaussian emission and absorption line template across the 2.5ine template across the 2.5--10 10 keVkeV data, in order to investigate the data, in order to investigate the 
presence of linepresence of line--like features with a confidence level greater than 99%. Some higlike features with a confidence level greater than 99%. Some highly significant features were detected in 3 out of 7 hly significant features were detected in 3 out of 7 

sources studied. In particular, the 3 sources showed the presencsources studied. In particular, the 3 sources showed the presence of a variable emission feature in the 4.5e of a variable emission feature in the 4.5--5.8 5.8 keVkeV band, characterized band, characterized 
by an increase of its intensity after the flare peak. Because ofby an increase of its intensity after the flare peak. Because of the observed variability pattern, this feature seems to be ascrthe observed variability pattern, this feature seems to be ascribable to ibable to 

a a reverberedreverbered redshiftedredshifted relativistic component of the relativistic component of the FeKFeK line.line.

namename flareflare ∆∆tt
((ksks))

∆∆CRCR(2(2--10 10 keVkeV))

NGC 3783NGC 3783 II 5252 0.650.65
IIII 8080 0.810.81

PG1211+143 PG1211+143 II 1212 1.001.00
TON S 180TON S 180 II 66 0.900.90

IIII 99 0.600.60
NGC 4051NGC 4051 II 66 1.581.58

IIII 88 0.880.88
I ZW 1I ZW 1 II 66 1.001.00

PG1448+273PG1448+273 II 44 0.610.61
AKN 564AKN 564 II 22 1.091.09

CrossCross--correlationcorrelation withwith the the ““ROSAT ROSAT AllAll SkySky SurveySurvey: : BrightBright SourcesSources”” catalogcatalog

selectionselection of of sourcessources withwith ROSAT ROSAT countcount rate >0.40 c/s rate >0.40 c/s 

selection of observations with XMMselection of observations with XMM--Newton exposure time >10 Newton exposure time >10 ksks
DefinitionDefinition of of ““flareflare””: : ∆∆CR=CR=((CRCRmaxmax--CRCRminmin)/)/‹‹CRCR›› ≥≥ 0.5, 0.5, wherewhere ‹‹CRCR››=average=average countcount

rate       rate       selectionselection of observations showing at least one flare in their EPIC pn ligof observations showing at least one flare in their EPIC pn light ht 
curvescurves (the MCG 6(the MCG 6--3030--15 and MKN 766 15 and MKN 766 observationsobservations asas wellwell asas one one observationobservation of NGC of NGC 
4051 4051 werewere excludedexcluded becausebecause theythey are are characterizedcharacterized byby the superposition of a the superposition of a largelarge
numbernumber of of flaresflares, , makingmaking hard hard toto identifyidentify eacheach of of themthem). ). 

SpectralSpectral analysisanalysis
The 2.5The 2.5--10 10 keVkeV spectraspectra werewere extractedextracted beforebefore, , duringduring and after and after eacheach flareflare. A . A narrownarrow GaussianGaussian
emissionemission//absorptionabsorption line line templatetemplate waswas addedadded toto the the simplesimple power power lawlaw model and model and shiftedshifted alongalong the the entireentire
variationsvariations in in orderorder toto search search forfor lineline--likelike featuresfeatures withwith a a confidenceconfidence levellevel >99%.>99%.

2

ResultsResults 3 out of the 7 3 out of the 7 sourcessources show show highlyhighly significantsignificant emissionemission and and absorptionabsorption featuresfeatures PG1211+143, NGC 4051 and NGC 3783PG1211+143, NGC 4051 and NGC 3783
A A variablevariable emissionemission featurefeature waswas detecteddetected in the in the spectraspectra of the 3 of the 3 sourcessources at at restrest energiesenergies of 4.5of 4.5--5.8 5.8 keVkeV. . ItIt isis characterizedcharacterized byby anan
increaseincrease of of intensityintensity in the in the periodsperiods followingfollowing the the flareflare peak. The peak. The variabilityvariability of the of the featurefeature isis detecteddetected withwith a a confidenceconfidence levellevel greatergreater

thanthan 99%.99%.
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energyenergy band computing the band computing the χχ

PG 1211+143PG 1211+143 (z=0(z=0.081.081)) NGC 4051NGC 4051
(z=0(z=0.002.002))
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FigFig.4:.4: 0.30.3--2 2 keVkeV and 2and 2--10 keV light 10 keV light 
curves with the chosen time curves with the chosen time intervalsintervals. The . The 
dotteddotted redred lineslines show the show the flaresflares;;

FigFig.5:.5: ∆∆χχ vs. emission gaussian centroidvs. emission gaussian centroid--
energy plot. The energy plot. The χχ variations are variations are 
computed with respect to a computed with respect to a ““power lawpower law””
model;model;

FigFig.6:.6: IncreaseIncrease of significance of the of significance of the 
feature at Efeature at Eobsobs~5 keV after the addition ~5 keV after the addition 
of an emission of an emission gaussiangaussian at Eat Eobsobs~6.4 ~6.4 keVkeV;;
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FigFig.7,8.7,8:: ComparisonComparison betweenbetween the the normalizationnormalization vs. vs. gaussiangaussian
centroidcentroid--energyenergy contourcontour plotsplots (90% and 99%) in the 5 time (90% and 99%) in the 5 time 
intervalsintervals..

FigFig.1:.1: 22--10 keV light curve with the chosen time 10 keV light curve with the chosen time intervalsintervals. . 
The The dotteddotted redred lineslines show the show the flareflare;;

FigFig.2:.2: ∆∆χχ vs. vs. emissionemission gaussiangaussian centroidcentroid--
energyenergy plot. The plot. The χχ variationsvariations are are computedcomputed
withwith respectrespect toto a a ““power power lawlaw”” model;model; FigFig.3: .3: ComparisonComparison betweenbetween the the 

normalizationnormalization vs.gaussianvs.gaussian centroidcentroid--
energyenergy contourcontour plotsplots (90% and (90% and 
99%) in the 3 time 99%) in the 3 time intervalsintervals..
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ConclusionsConclusions:: The The observedobserved variablevariable emissionemission featurefeature ((EErestrest ~4.5~4.5--5.8 5.8 keVkeV) can be best interpreted as a highly ) can be best interpreted as a highly redshiftedredshifted component of the Fe Kcomponent of the Fe Kαα
line, line, producedproduced in the in the innermostinnermost regionsregions of the of the accretionaccretion disk. The disk. The variabilityvariability pattern pattern suggestssuggests thatthat the line may the line may bebe the the productproduct of hard of hard XX--rayray

fluxflux continuum continuum reverberationreverberation..
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FigFig.10.10
NGC 3783NGC 3783 (z=0(z=0.01.01))
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FigFig.9:.9: 0.30.3--2 2 keVkeV and 2and 2--10 keV light 10 keV light 
curves with the chosen time curves with the chosen time intervalsintervals. . 
The The dotteddotted redred lineslines show the show the flaresflares;;

FigFig.10:.10: ∆∆χχ vs. emission gaussian vs. emission gaussian 
centroidcentroid--energy plot. The energy plot. The χχ
variations are computed with respect variations are computed with respect 
to a to a ““power law+emission gaussian (at power law+emission gaussian (at 
EEobsobs~6.3 ~6.3 keV)+emission gaussian (at keV)+emission gaussian (at 
EEobsobs~6.9 ~6.9 keV)keV)”” model;model;

FigFig.11,.11,12:12: Comparison between the Comparison between the 
normalizationnormalization vs. gaussian centroidvs. gaussian centroid--
energy contour energy contour plotsplots (90% and 99%) in (90% and 99%) in 
the 6 time the 6 time intervalsintervals..
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